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This is the full HDR shooting and retouching workflow.First show you will learn how to set up your

camera for HDR, then you'll walk through a full HDR photoshoot; showing you framing, setup and

shooting 3 exposures.You will then learn the detailed workflow to retouch HDR in Lightroom,

Photomatix and Photoshop (including digital blending).With this you will get access to all raw files

used to follow every lesson.
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My husband and I were fortunate to meet Serge Ramelli on his first ever Paris in Spring PhotoSerge

Workshop in 2014. The entire experience was wonderful and memorable. Not only is Serge a

talented photographer but an expert in PS and Lightroom. We enjoyed his easy style, humor and

graciousness. This HDR book is an essential item to add to our photography arsenal. Thanks Serge

and much love from the Waters.

By the master himself Serge....great stuff



Like others here, I have followed Serge's youtube channel for quite some time and have learned an

incredible amount about the art of post processing from his informative and easy to understand

videos. This book carries on in exactly the same vein as those videos with its simplicity and Serge's

unique style of teaching. As ever, Serge will provide you with some RAW files to help you to follow

along with the techniques in the book.The book describes a few ways to achieve a natural HDR

photograph under different circumstances such as in the golden/blue hours, for interiors, black and

white and even from a single RAW file, giving clear instructions with photographs to illustrate the

points that are made. Besides this there are many tips and hints that can be used during the

processing of pretty much any photo that are invaluable.The book starts with the equipment that

you'll need and quickly gets to the heart of the matter; going out and shooting yourself some great

HDR photos and processing them (this is the majority of the book's focus, of course).If there is one

complaint that can be levied at this excellent learning tool, it is that it only covers Canon and Sony

equipment, which is no huge problem at all, as anyone shooting Nikon (like me!) or anything else

will get the points being made in the setup chapter as cameras work the same way with little

difference between the brands.In summary then, this is an excellent book, which will help

newcomers to the world of HDR no end. Old hands at this type of photography could also benefit

from its numerous tips from a great teacher like Serge. In case you are unsure of whether to buy it, I

would certainly recommend heading to Serge's youtube channel and checking out some of his

excellent videos to acquaint yourself with his style of photography and teaching. I am certain that

this would help you make up your own mind and inspire your passion for photography at the same

time!

Serge Ramelli is a mentor on youtube for many photographers. For years, he has been putting up a

video every week that helped photographers improve their craft. Now he has been releaseing a

book on HDR photography and it's a great one.The way Serge teach photography and

post-processing for others make it really easy to follow along and achive great results by your self.

This book is no different. It's a complete book on the art of HDR photography and is all you need on

the subject. With an easy-to-understand way of teaching everyone can now master the hdr. If you

are a pro there is some tips even for you! I have read many e-books on photography but this one is

on of there better ones I've come across.

Serge Ramelli has been a great mentor to me. I have followed all his tutorials and they have taught



me a lot when it comes to retouching in lightroom or photoshop. When I first started photography, I

was struggling a lot with landscape photography especially during sunset time, but after watching

Serge tutorial, my skills changed drastically. What I like most about Serge is that he is honest and

he is straight forward; he tells and shows exactly how to retouch the photo, or which techniques he

has used. He does not hide anything, and I think its awesome. He is awesome as a photographer, I

love his work. Looking at his gallery is simply mesmerizing.

I have been doing HDR for many years and have read a lot of Ebooks. Serge uses down to earth

language and helpful tips for people to get the most out of their photos and the software that they

are using to render their HDR photo. This book is useful for all levels of photographers as Serge

demonstrates his mastery of Photomatix as well as photoshop.As for myself, I found that the way

Serge explains each of the functions allowed me to further understand what I was doing inside of

Photomatix and thus, will no doubt improve my HDR photos. The other thing that is great is that he

gives a very clear summary at the end of each chapter and I found that really helped in solidifying a

lot of the steps.So again, this book is one of the better HDR books out there. It will allow you to

make amazing HDR photos and improve your workflow. What more could you really ask for in an

ebook?

If you enjoy photography and haven't heard of Serge Ramelli, you need too! Serge "a French

photographer living in the beautiful city of Paris" makes tutorials and videos on photography,

Lightroom and Photoshop. I have followed him from his early days and can honestly say he has

inspired me to create interesting and creative artworks from my previously bland landscapes. This

E-book is typically Serge. Informative, instructive and easy to follow in Serges no-nonsense style.

He writes as he speaks without deviating off on some tangent like others in his profession and you

can also download the Raw files so you can practise as he preaches. The book has much more

than just HDR, there are many other tips and treats which apply to all your photos. I highly

recommend this book to and wishing to improve their photography and get creative with the Master.

I have been a follower of Mr Ramelli for quite a few years now through his Youtube Channel and

this is how I started to learn about photography. I then acquired a Canon Camera which had loads

of different options, including the possibility to shoot in RAW and with various exposures. Serge's

work has always seemed captivating to me and whilst I liked his style, it make me wonder how he

achieved such quality pictures: HDR! I started to play on my own with the camera, trying to replicate



his style. Obviously, this book will help anyone to make proper HDR pictures! That's the key to

super-detailed pictures that will wow all your friends! A must-have!
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